join the

teqers!

Our mission is to attract everyone regardless of age, gender, and sporting
background with the aim to create value through playing qatch globally.

Qatch the future
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QATCH join the teqers!

Qatch is not only a sporting activity played on a multifunctional sports equipment, the Teq table, but also a Quality Alternative Training
Concept for Handball. Qatch allows the game to be creatively competitive, establishing a better understanding of in-game decision
making and teamwork.

In this physically challenging game, two teams of three players throw the ball
back and forth to each other in an intense manner. What makes this new
and innovative sport stand out, is that two players from the same team, the
attackers, are at the same end of the table, while the third player, the defender,
is at the opposite end among their opponents.
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Teamwork, feelings and experiences, freedom of creativity and quick decisions.
This is qatch!

qatch join the teqers!

Become
the next
champion

Qatch is originated from handball and is perfectly
suitable for professional athletes as well as amateur
enthusiasts whose ambition is to develop both their
attacking and defending skills.

IDEAL
FOR

BEACHES
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handball clubs
& academies

teams

SCHOOLS

friends

universities

families

qatch join the teqers!

„qatch is very
useful and it
also provides
a great
opportunity
for developing
many elements
of the game
and improving
technical
skills.”

indoor

outdoor

EBT-2019 Moscow Grand Slam

Partille Cup 2019, Gothenburg

Challenger Cup 2019, Tokyo

The Main Rules Of qatch
The playing area must be
a minimum of 15 meters
in width and 14 meters in
length.

Qatch is played by two teams of three players.
Two players stand at the same end of the table while the third player, the
“defender” is at the opposite end.
The ball must bounce once on the table before being touched by a player.
A minimum of 1 pass is required between teammates before returning the ball.
Each team has a maximum of 3 passes to return the ball.
Players are not allowed to dribble the ball.
Players are not allowed to touch the table or the opponent.
There is a hexagon shaped line system consisting of baselines and sidelines,
which plays an important role in ruling the actions that take place on the court.
The “doublepoint” offers the opportunity for the teams to score two points
instead of one in a single rally.
A match is won by winning one or more sets based on the respective competition format.
A set consists of two winning games.
A game is won when a team reaches 8 points.

USE THE EQUIPMENT AT YOUR OWN RISK!
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qatch join the teqers!

Qatch World Championship 2020, Budapest

training

1

Quality
Alternative
Training
Concept for
Handball
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In the Qatch Training Book
there are more than 120
pages of exercises for handball players with various
ages and skill levels.
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qatch join the teqers!

A

Edit Dömötör

Sports Scientist MSc,
Catapult Sports’ referral partner for Hungary

university of physical education (BUDAPEST)

5th EHF Scientific Conference (Cologne)

education

& Research
Qatch has been a compulsory as well as an optional course at the University
of Physical Education (Budapest) since September 2019. Some scientific
research on qatch has been conducted and the result has been presented
at international conferences.
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qatch join the teqers!

„Qatch is a perfect training
concept for the anaerob
alactyc system, consisting
of short periods of maximal
or near maximal efforts
with longer rests between
them. Qatch, therefore,
is an excellent type
of movement to develop
players’ explosive speed
in game situations, in any
type of team sports.”

Beach qatch is played on the sand and by the exact same rules
as its indoor version. here you do not only need to fight your
opponent but also the burning sun, the blowing wind and the
hot sand under your feet.
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The deeper you dig and the dirtier you get in
the sand, the higher you rise in beach qatch.

Qatch is not only a competitive sport but it also can be played by anyone,
anywhere. You do not necessarily need six players to play qatch, all
you need is a Teq table, a ball and someone to play with. Bring your
friends and family along and qatch the good vibes.
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Be part
of the Qatch Community

emerged
on the

world map
of sports

world is
curved
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Conquering the world has startedMake your city TEQ!

qatch join the teqers!

A new sport

INDOOR / OUTDOOR
CAN BE FIXED TO THE GROUND
UV PROOF
FIXED STRUCTURE
EASY TO ASSEMBLE
WATERPROOF

qatch join the teqers!
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR
WATERPROOF
UV PROOF
FOLDABLE
MOBILE
EASY TO MOVE

Available for one-person game
by folding one side of the table.

qatch join the teqers!
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qatch join the teqers!
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#qatch

FOLLOW US

